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I. Introduction
The digitalization of tax records and widespread adoption of technologies have been key features of tax
administration modernization in many developing countries. One such technological innovation is the transfer of
invoice information between firms and their suppliers through a digital medium (e-invoicing). Unlike traditional,
paper-based invoices, e-invoices contain billing and payment data in a machine-readable format that can be
imported directly into account payable systems and shared automatically with the tax authority. Drawn by the
potential to strengthen tax compliance and reduce transaction and monitoring costs, more than 50 countries
around the world have already implemented e-invoicing for the value added tax (VAT), including ten countries
in Latin America and the Caribbean region (Barreix and Zambrano, 2018). While studies have found a direct
impact of e-invoicing adoption on tax compliance and firm behavior, there is scant evidence of indirect impacts
(spillovers) of e-invoicing adoption by firms on trading partners in the supply chain.1
This study investigates spillovers in the adoption of e-invoicing and examines whether they create tax
compliance spillovers within firm networks using administrative- and transactions-level data from Peru. We
examine if such mandates result in adoption spillovers for non-mandated trading partners, and if these
spillovers impact inter-firm transactions and translate into higher tax compliance. The presence of these
spillovers indicates if the overall impact of e-invoicing adoption is larger than that implied by the direct effects
alone. From a policy perspective, it also highlights whether targeted policy interventions diffuse through firm
networks.
Network externalities exist when the number of agents using a product or service increases the value of the
product/service for others (Katz and Shapiro, 1985). E-invoicing has the potential for generating network
externalities if the cost of reporting transactions between firms falls when partner firms use a similar technology
for reporting purposes---in this case, switching from paper to digital invoices. These network externalities may
be asymmetric in a VAT setting whereby VAT refund credits are increasing in reported taxable purchases but
declining in reported taxable sales. This, in turn, can create stronger incentives for firms to fully account for
their purchase invoices from their upstream sellers to lower their VAT liabilities, but no commensurate
incentives for downstream partners whose sales invoices raise VAT liabilities. If transactions costs are lowered
by trading partner using the same systems to file VAT liabilities (paper vs. electronic), downstream firms
mandated to switch to electronic invoicing would experience large spillover benefits from their upstream trading
partners adopting e-invoicing as well. Therefore, these firms are more likely to encourage their upstream
partners to voluntarily adopt the technology, resulting in larger upstream spillovers.2
We examine the case of Peru, where e-invoicing was mandated for firms beginning in 2014. The
implementation of the reform was staggered with the largest firms mandated to switch to e-invoicing first,
followed by medium and small firms. This staggered implementation of the reform allows us to examine
whether voluntary adoption among firms directly mandated to adopt e-invoicing was influenced by their trading

1

Fan et al. (2020), Bellon et al. (2019). Our previous study, covering the same period in Peru, finds that the direct effects are
statistically significant only among small firms (sales below 1700 UIT where UIT is a monetary unit set every year by the tax
authority to calculate tax and regulatory thresholds) and in some economic sectors characterized by traditionally higher tax noncompliance (services, transportation).
2
Technology diffusion can also be the product of peer learning, which can operate both upstream and downstream. In our setting,
we are unable to conclusively distinguish between the two channels, beyond highlighting the presence of spillovers in
technology adoption and the presence of asymmetries in these spillovers in the supply chain.
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relationships with firms not mandated to switch to e-invoicing. We further examine how this policy affects the
volume of transactions between partner firms, as well as the spillover effects on sales and tax reporting
behavior.
Firstly, our difference-in-differences analysis shows that the likelihood of voluntary e-invoicing adoption is
higher when a firm trades with a partner firm mandated to adopt e-invoicing. This adoption spillover is
asymmetric between upstream and downstream partners, with stronger spillovers generated by downstream
partner firms. A firm with a downstream partner (buyer) mandated to adopt e-invoicing is 26 percent more likely
to voluntarily adopt e-invoicing the year in which the downstream partner is mandated than a firm with no such
partnership. The adoption spillover is smaller when upstream partners are mandated to adopt e-invoicing, with
voluntary adoption increasing by 7 percent relative to the rate of voluntary adoption for firms with no upstream
partners mandated to adopt e-invoicing. This asymmetric spillover effect is not surprising as downstream
partners collect purchase invoices from upstream firms and their VAT obligations are decreasing in their ability
to report their purchase invoices. Adopting the same format of invoicing plausibly reduces the cost of reporting,
hence downstream partners have a strong incentive to lower their VAT reporting costs by drawing upstream
firms into e-invoicing when they are mandated to switch. We similarly find larger adoption spillovers from
exporting firms who receive a cash refund in the Peruvian VAT system and are similarly highly incentivized to
participate in the VAT system.
Secondly, we document changes in network structure that arise from the e-invoicing reform by examining
separately whether the reform affects the probability of partnership survival (extensive margin) and the volume
of transactions among surviving partnerships (intensive margin). We find a large and statistically significant
probability of partnership termination when a partner firm is mandated to adopt e-invoicing, which is only
partially ameliorated by the firm voluntarily adopting e-invoicing in the same year. Specifically, there is a 14
percent reduction in the likelihood of partnership survival in the year that a firm’s upstream partner is mandated
to adopt e- invoicing, and an 11 percent reduction when a downstream partner is mandated. This suggests that
there could be significant costs of transitioning to the new system of invoicing for firms. We also find increases
in transactions on the intensive margin between firms who voluntarily adopt e-invoicing when their partners are
mandated to adopt, suggesting that there are network externalities in the use of the same VAT filing system,
such that belonging to the same system enhances the level of intra-network transactions.
Finally, we evaluate whether mandating e-invoicing adoption among trading partners impact a firm’s sales,
purchase and VAT reporting behavior. We find a reduction in reported sales and purchases in firms who have
partners who have been mandated to adopt e-invoicing, consistent with firms experiencing a higher rate of
termination of trading partnerships following the reform. However, we find no evidence of an aggregate decline
in VAT payments. Moreover, when examining heterogeneity by firm size, we find that smaller firms report
higher sales, purchase, VAT liabilities and make higher VAT payment following the reform relative to larger
firms and firms without partners mandated to adopt e-invoicing.3 We argue that this is indicative of spillovers in

3

Our identification strategy evaluates spillovers among a sub sample of firms who have not been mandated to adopt e-invoicing as
of 2017. This subsample predominantly comprises firms that are small and medium sized (medium firms have sales below 2300
UIT and small firms have sales below 1700 UIT. UIT (Unidad Impositiva Tributaria) is a monetary unit set every year by the tax
authority to calculate tax and regulatory thresholds. When evaluating heterogeneity by firm size within this sub sample, ‘smaller’
firms comprise firms with sales below roughly 200 UIT and ‘larger’ firms comprise firms with sales above 200 UIT, where 200
UIT is the sub sample median. Care must be taken to not conflate ‘larger’ firms in the sub sample used for analysis with ‘large’
firms in the SUNAT administrative classification (sales above 2300 UIT). See section IV for greater details on the sub sample
characteristics. Care should also be taken in generalizing results from the estimation sample to the universe of firms in the
Peruvian economy.
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compliance behavior since small firms are more likely to respond to increased monitoring from their partner’s
adoption of e-invoicing. Prior literature on tax compliance has shown that smaller firms are more likely to
improve compliance when faced with an increase in audit probability (Kleven, 2016; Slemrod, 2019). Moreover,
our earlier research (Bellon at al., 2019) showed that the direct impact of the e-invoicing reform in Peru was
strongest for small firms.4 Hence, our results are consistent with the presence of indirect positive tax
compliance spillovers for smaller firms in Peru.
Our work contributes to the small but growing literature that uses data on firm-to-firm transactions to evaluate
how policies targeting firms can propagate through their trading networks. Pomeranz (2015) shows that
improved VAT monitoring results in significant positive compliance spillovers in upstream firms in the supply
chain. We similarly find evidence of propagation of tax compliance in a firm network but only in the case of
small firms traditionally more likely to avoid monitoring, and thus more susceptible to behavioral change when
monitoring technology is enhanced. Lopez-Luzuriaga and Scartascini (2019) show that messaging regarding
the consequence of non-compliance in property taxes results in increased reporting of gross sales tax and
spillovers across different tax categories. Boning et al. (2020) find that the deterrence effect of IRS visits to
taxpayers suspected of noncompliance spreads through the firms’ tax preparer networks, resulting in higher tax
payments among firms who share the same tax preparer as the firm facing the direct intervention.
A related literature shows the impact of tax regimes and reforms on segmentation of firm networks. Gadenne et
al. (2018) demonstrate that tax reforms can reshape firm supplier networks and create market segmentation
between firms in different VAT regimes in India. Similarly, Gerard et al. (2018) use administrative tax data from
Brazil to show that tax regimes influence trading networks among firms, with segmentation between VAT and
non-VAT registered firms. We find similar evidence in the case of adoption of a firm-level technology which
causes a rupture in firm networks only partially reversed by firms’ partners voluntarily adopting the same
technology. This points to segmentation over time between firms who adopt e-invoicing and those who do not.
Our paper also relates to a diverse literature on the role of networks in the diffusion of technology, much of
which is dominated by research on agricultural technologies (see, for instance, Foster and Rosenzweig (1995)
on the learning spillovers of new seed technology; Conley and Udry (2010) on social learning from neighbors
regarding new crops; and, more recently, Beaman, BenYishay, Magruder and Mobarak (2021) on using
network information to spur technology diffusion. See Cheng (2021) for a detailed review). The increase in
availability of administrative data has also been used to examine firms’ production networks (Bernard et al.
(2021) and how production networks influence firm size, Carvahlo et al. (2021). Our work relies on similar
administrative data on supply chains of individual firms but explores the propagation of technology between
firms and spillover effects of this technology along different dimensions of the firm’s network.
Finally, we contribute to the growing literature that examines the impact of digital technologies on tax
administration, including e-invoicing (see Fan et al., 2020; Bellon et al.,2019, and references therein ), and the
electronic submission of tax returns or e-filing (Okunogbe and Pouliquen, 2018; Yilmaz and Coolidge, 2013),
and the use of electronic sales registry machines (Mascagni et al. 2021). In contrast to these papers, our paper
focuses on spillovers of e-invoicing adoption by firms on trading partners in the supply chain.

4

Sales below 1700 UIT
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The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the main features of the e-invoicing
reform in Peru; Section 3 outlines our empirical approach; Section 4 discusses the data used in this study;
Section 5 presents our results, and the final section presents our conclusions.

II. The e-Invoicing Reform in Peru
E-invoicing was available to firms in Peru since the mid-2000s, but voluntary adoption of e-invoicing remained
low. This led the Peruvian tax authority (SUNAT) to announce a multi-stage plan in 2013 to permanently switch
from paper to e-invoicing, which is the reform we study in this paper.
For firms, the transition to e-invoices offered several potential benefits. First, e-invoices could be handled and
processed more efficiently than paper invoices. As in other countries, paper invoices in Peru were associated
with significant costs, including printing, postage, delivery and archiving physical copies, and possibly fines
issued during tax audits for non-compliant paper records. Hence, e-invoices brought savings and allowed for a
better integration of invoicing with accounting, procurement, and payment systems, reducing mistakes from
processing paper invoices.
The tax authority also expected that e-invoicing would improve tax compliance. There was a strong belief that
e-invoicing would reduce opportunities for VAT fraud, including from under-reported sales (e.g., not reporting
transactions or presenting the same invoice to more than one buyer) or overstated deductions (e.g., issuing
fake invoices to simulate purchases or reporting purchases unrelated to business operations). These types of
fraud were prevalent with paper invoicing, since it was challenging for the tax authority to cross-check the more
than 300 million invoices issued every year in Peru. E-invoicing was also seen as a way to streamline the tax
payment process and reduce compliance costs.
To facilitate the transition to e-invoicing, the tax authority gave firms several options on how to issue e-invoices,
with larger issuers given the option for developing their own e-invoicing systems, and all firms having the ability
to contract with authorized third-party systems or use a free software application developed by the tax
authority. For small and micro-enterprises dealing with few invoices, an online platform was made available to
submit invoices easily one by one. Once they transitioned to e-invoices, all firms were expected to remain eissuers permanently, with paper-based invoices allowed only in exceptional circumstances (e.g., if there was an
internet outage).5 As of 2020, a majority of taxpayers were using SUNAT platforms (61 percent), a third was
using in-house systems while the rest was using third-party solutions.
Since it was recognized early on that switching to e-invoicing would create significant adjustment costs for
taxpayers and the tax administration, including updating IT capacity and staff training, the e-invoicing transition
was introduced in a gradual and staggered manner. Firms were assigned into reform waves with different
deadlines for e-invoicing adoption, with selection criteria based on administrative classifications related to size
and compliance factors. Larger firms were required to adopt e-invoicing earlier, as they represented a larger
share of VAT revenue and had more capacity to update their IT systems. The tax administration also prioritized
e-invoicing adoption by taxpayers with a record of poor tax compliance since e-invoicing was believed to have
a stronger deterrent effect and would facilitate the monitoring of their transactions.

5

Even in these cases, firms were required to regularize paper invoices on a timely basis (RS 113- 2018/SUNAT).
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Over the main period of study from 2013 to 2017, there were 6 waves of requirements into e-invoicing targeting
six different groups of firms (Figure 1). The 6 waves mainly consisted of two types of firms. First, SUNAT
targeted 13,343 firms using different administrative classifications with the objective of focusing on relatively
larger firms across all sectors (waves 1, 3, 4, and 5). These firms included the largest contributors to value
added and VAT collections but also comprised many small and medium enterprises (69 percent were SMEs).
On average, they reported annual sales of $15 million and employed 178 workers each. Together, the firms in
waves 1, 3, 4, and 5 represented just over 77 percent of total value added in our database. Second, SUNAT
additionally focused on 7,443 firms that had been caught in fraudulent transactions (Operaciones No Reales ONR) during tax audits, and, therefore, were considered as high risk. These firms in waves 2 and 6 were
typically much smaller, with average sales of $0.2 million and an average of 3 employees. They accounted for
less than 1 percent of total value added in our database.
Figure 1. Timeline of e-Invoicing Adoption Waves in Peru

Note: This figure illustrates the stages of e-invoicing adoption in Peru. Reform waves are identified by their original adoption
deadline. Large firms are defined as firms with sales >2300 UIT, medium with sales between 2300 UIT and 1700 UIT and small
firms with sales below 1700 UIT.

The first six reform waves mandated firms to adopt e-invoicing in October 2014, January 2015, July 2015, July
2016, December 2016 and January 2017 respectively. For many groups, the original deadlines for adopting einvoicing were subsequently extended by a few quarters (between 2 and 5 quarters) to give taxpayers more
time to comply.6 A previous study (Bellon et al., 2019) showed that the original deadlines for adopting einvoicing were effective in initiating adoption among targeted groups: for most waves, adoption rates were
insignificant before the original deadlines and rose very rapidly immediately after. This is particularly true for the
firms in waves 1, 3, 4, and 5, with a majority of firms having adopted 6 months after the deadline (Figure 2).
The firms in waves 2 and 6 that were caught in fraudulent transactions responded much less after their
respective deadlines. For these firms, e-invoicing uptake was much more gradual and did not exceed 20
percent by end-2017, as opposed to adoption rates over 80 percent for the others. By end-2017, there was also
some voluntary adoption by firms that were yet not mandated into e-invoicing: the adoption rate among these
firms was slightly above 10 percent on average.

6

See RS 374-2013/SUNAT, RS 300-2014/SUNAT and RS 086-2015/SUNAT for the original dead- line and deadline extensions of
wave 1; see RS 300-2014/SUNAT for the deadline of wave 2; see RS 300-2014/SUNAT and RS 137-2015/SUNAT for the
original deadline and deadline extensions of wave 3; See RS 203-2015/SUNAT and RS 328-2016/SUNAT for the original
deadline and deadline extensions of wave 4; see RS 203-2015/SUNAT, RS 311-2016/SUNAT and RS 155-2017/SUNAT for the
original deadline and deadline extensions of wave 5; see RS 192-2016/SUNAT for the deadline of wave 6.
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While adoption rates were high after e-invoicing deadlines, they never reached 100 percent for any of the reform
waves. This reflects the difficulties faced by firms to complete the transition to e-invoicing, even among larger
firms. In the analysis that follows, we focus on the effects of the reform (mandating firms to adopt e-invoicing
irrespective of whether these firms complied or not) because the actual adoption rate of e-invoicing by mandated
firms is very high and since the few mandated firms that did not adopt are nevertheless likely to expect higher
scrutiny from SUNAT compared to before.
By 2017, SUNAT had already communicated plans to extend the usage of e-invoicing among firms. Four
groups comprising a total of 90,347 firms, including 4,550 firms who committed some tax fraud, were mandated
to adopt e-invoicing at different deadlines in 2018.7 These firms were typically SMEs with a few exceptions (5
percent of large firms). They tended to be much smaller than the firms mandated before. On average, they
reported annual sales of $0.8 million and employed 14 workers each. After 2017, SUNAT also started to
require firms to adopt e-invoicing once they meet specific criteria. For example, firms were required to adopt einvoicing as soon as they started exporting, firms that registered under three of the four possible tax regimes
were required to adopt e-invoicing in the 3 months following their registration, and firms that grew and sold
above a certain threshold in a given calendar year were required to adopt e-invoicing in January of the
following year. In the latter case, that threshold in 2018 corresponded to the cut-off used by SUNAT to
distinguish between micro and small firms, implying that all but micro firms were mandated into e-invoicing by
2019. Subsequently, SUNAT announced plans to continue expanding the coverage of e-invoicing by lowering
this threshold.
Figure 2. e-Invoicing Adoption Rates by Wave

Note: This figure shows the rate of e-invoicing adoption by wave using data from SUNAT. Firm waves are defined based on
adoption deadlines imposed by SUNAT and deadlines are indicated in brackets. By the end of 2017, SUNAT had already
announced specific deadlines in 2018 for some firms (the "specific deadlines in 2018" wave) while other firms might become
required to adopt e-invoicing in 2018 or later once they meet some criteria (the "others" wave). "ONR" waves consist of firms that
were caught in fraudulent transactions before their assignment to a wave.

7

See RS 155-2017/SUNAT RS 155-2017/SUNAT and RS 155-2017/SUNAT: Anexo I-IV
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During the period we analyze (2013-2017), the tax authority did not adopt any long-term changes in its
compliance risk management strategy but several short -term supervisory activities were changed. In order for
these changes to bias our difference-in-differences estimation results, their targeting and timing would have to
be coincident with the timing and targeting of the reform. Hence, the changes in tax control activities would have
to target firms according to the same classification by wave as the e-invoicing reform, and the timing of changes
in control activity would also have to coincide with the deadlines by wave of the e-invoicing reform. We observe
that this is not the case for change in tax control activities. Therefore, any effects of the reform observed during
the period of the study are not confounded by changes in actual monitoring or audit activities of the tax authority
and derive from the e-invoicing reform and the resulting increase in the probability of tax evasion detection.
SUNAT’s e-invoicing requirements led to a steady increase in the usage of e-invoicing . By 2019, 775 thousand
firms were using e-invoicing and 1.8 million electronic invoices were issued in that year. SUNAT estimated that
84 percent of formal sales were processed with e-invoices.

III. Empirical Specification
Our empirical analysis focuses on the spillover effects from the mandated partner firms on non-mandated firms
during the period 2013-17. Specifically, we exploit the staggered e-invoicing mandates for different groups of
partner firms and compare the firms with partners mandated to adopt e-invoicing (treated firms) against firms
whose partners were not mandated to adopt e-invoicing (untreated firms).
Our primary specification evaluates spillovers in the adoption of e-invoicing technology. Because we focus on
firms that were not yet mandated into e-invoicing, their adoption of e-invoicing is viewed as "voluntary
adoption". We examine whether having a trading relationship with firms mandated to adopt e-invoicing results
in a higher likelihood of voluntary adoption. Since VAT incentives differ based on a firm’s position in the supply
chain relative to trading partners, we distinguish between the effects from downstream partners (also referred
to as "buyers") and the effects from upstream partners (also referred to as "suppliers"). Our empirical
specification is a dynamic panel difference-in-differences linear probability model at the firm level:
𝑇

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡)𝑖𝑡 = ∑ 𝛽𝑠𝑆 × 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑡−𝑠 = 1)
𝑠=0
𝑇

𝐵
+ ∑ 𝛽𝑠 × 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑡−𝑠 = 1) + 𝛿𝑖 + 𝛾𝑔𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡

(1)

𝑠=0

where the dependent variable captures whether firm i voluntarily adopted e-invoicing at time t; the indicator
𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑡−𝑠 = 1) takes the value one when, for the first time at time (t-s), at least one of the firm’s
suppliers get mandated to adopt e-invoicing. The indicator 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑡−𝑠 = 1) is similar but for the
firm’s buyer.
The coefficients of interest 𝛽0𝑆 and 𝛽0𝐵 capture the effect on a firm’s voluntary adoption of e-invoicing in the first
year that one or more of their partners is mandated into e-invoicing. If there are spillovers, that is a firm is more
likely to adopt e-invoicing when one of its partners is mandated into e- invoicing, then 𝛽0𝑆 or 𝛽0𝐵 should be
positive. The coefficients 𝛽 𝑆 and 𝛽 𝐵 for 𝑠 = 1, … , 𝑇 , capture the effects of having a partner mandated into eINTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
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invoicing for the first time s years before year t. Because the earliest adoption deadline is in 2014 and our
estimation period ends in 2017, a partner can be mandated at most 3 years prior. Therefore, we choose T = 3.
When comparing 𝛽0𝑆 with 𝛽𝑠𝑆 (or 𝛽0𝐵 with 𝛽𝑠𝐵 ) for any 𝑠 > 0, differences may be attributable to two effects. It may
be that spillovers take time to unfold or grow larger over time (𝛽0𝑆 < 𝛽𝑠𝑆 ). Alternatively, differences could arise
from composition effects as the set of firms that have partners mandated for a year or more can be smaller
than the set of firms that have partners that are mandated for the first year. Indeed, some firms might be
treated for the first time at the end of the sample. Hence, different coefficients could reflect differences in the
fundamental characteristics of the two sets of firms. Because we cannot separate between time and
composition effects, we will focus our analysis on 𝛽0𝑆 and 𝛽0𝐵 .
Equation (1) introduces a number of controls: 𝛿𝑖 is a firm fixed effect capturing time-invariant firm
characteristics which can influence voluntary e-invoicing adoption; 𝛾𝑔𝑡 is a vector of group-year fixed effects,
where a groups g is defined as a unique combination of export status, sector, number of suppliers, number of
buyers, and sales quartile at the beginning of the sample. The group-year fixed effects control for time-variant
group characteristics which may otherwise bias the treatment effect, given that firm networks and initial
conditions are not randomly assigned.
We next explore the effect of the e-invoicing technology on a firm’s transactions with its partners and firm
networks. Specifically, we examine the impact of the reform following a partner being mandated into e-invoicing
using detailed transactions-level data. This analysis is conducted at the partnership level between every firm i
and each of its individual partners, p:
𝑇

𝑌𝑖,𝑝,𝑡 = ∑ 𝛽𝑠 × 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑝,𝑡−𝑠 = 1) + 𝛿𝑖,𝑝 + 𝛾𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑝,𝑡

(2)

𝑠=0

where 𝑌𝑖,𝑝,𝑡 alternately captures whether there are transactions between a firm i and its partner p (the extensive
margin) and the log of the transaction values between them (the intensive margin). The dummy variable
𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑝,𝑡−𝑠 = 1) indicates if partner p has been mandated to adopt e-invoicing in year t − s; 𝛿𝑖,𝑝
captures firm-partner pair fixed effects to control for time-invariant characteristics of partnerships; 𝛾𝑖,𝑡 captures
firm-year fixed effects to control for time-variant features of the firm that may influence transactions in the
partnership. Hence, 𝛽0 captures the impact on the intensive and extensive margin of transactions between a
firm and its partners in the year that the partners are mandated to adopt e-invoicing. We estimate this
specification separately for upstream and downstream partners (suppliers and buyers).
We further explore whether firm-partner transactions are impacted by whether a firm voluntarily adopts einvoicing by adding an interaction term:
𝑇

𝑇

𝑌𝑖,𝑝,𝑡 = ∑ 𝛽𝑠 × 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑝,𝑡−𝑠 = 1) + ∑ 𝛽𝑠𝐴 × 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑝,𝑡−𝑠 = 1) × 𝐼(𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 1)
𝑠=0

𝑠=0

+ 𝛿𝑖,𝑝 + 𝛾𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑝,𝑡

(3)

where the dummy variable 𝐼(𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 1) indicates whether firm i has adopted e-invoicing in year t.
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Finally, we evaluate the impact of technology adoption on tax compliance of non-mandated firms. Specifically,
we explore the indirect effect of the reform on tax compliance among firms who have not been mandated to
adopt e-invoicing but have trading relationships with firms that have been mandated as part of the reform.
𝑇

𝑇

𝑌𝑖,𝑡 = ∑ 𝛽𝑠 × 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡−𝑠 = 1) + ∑ 𝛽𝑠𝐴 × 𝐼(𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡−𝑠 = 1) × 𝐼(𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 = 1) + 𝛿𝑖
𝑠=0

𝑠=0

+ 𝛾𝑔,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

(4)

In this specification, 𝑌𝑖,𝑡 alternately captures a firm’s reported taxable sales, purchases, VAT liabilities, new VAT
credits and VAT payments on an annual basis. For tractability, we abstract from heterogeneity between treated
suppliers and buyers since we do not observe meaningful differences in this type of outcome 8. All controls are
defined in the same way as before.

IV. Data and Preliminary Verifications
Our dataset is constructed by drawing from three separate administrative tax databases.9 It contains
partnership-level information on annual transactions between firms over the 2013-2017 time period. Therefore,
for each year, we have data on a firm’s upstream and downstream network, as well as the currency value of
total transactions with each partner in this network. We also have firm-level information on sales, purchases,
VAT liabilities and credits, and VAT payments.
We obtain firm-level information on total sales and purchases across all buyers and suppliers from a database
of firm-level VAT declarations. This is supplemented with information from a VAT payment database and with
data on e-invoicing requirements and e-invoicing adoption. While the data is restricted to formal small, medium
and large firms, the coverage is comprehensive. This dataset follows nearly 200,000 firms accounting for 53
percent of GDP and 95 percent of domestic VAT collections in 2013.
However, the firm-level dataset does not cover two groups of firms. First, it does not cover micro firms with less
than 150 UIT (about $175,000) in annual sales.10 Second, it does not cover informal firms since these firms are
not registered with the tax authority. Because of these coverage restrictions, the estimated impacts of einvoicing are not directly applicable to informal and micro firms. Nonetheless, most of these firms in Peru are
very small and the dataset only misses firms that make small contributions to aggregate value added.
We obtain partnership-level information from a third database that compiles firm annual accounting records.
For every firm in the database, there is a list of the total transaction values sold to each of the firm’s buyers and
the total transaction values purchased from each supplier. For tractability, we limit the size of the supplier and

8

Results available upon request.
Confidentiality of the disaggregated tax data was strictly maintained throughout the study. All data processing and analysis was
carried out on SUNAT’s servers. Researchers only had access to the results from the empirical estimation, which contains no
unique identifiers at the firm level.
10
The Unidad Impositiva Tributaria (UIT) is a monetary unit set every year by the tax authority to calculate tax and regulatory
thresholds. For example, firms with less than 150 UIT in annual sales are defined as micro firms in the Peruvian legal system. In
addition, firms with less than 96,000 soles (about $29,000) in annual sales were automatically excluded from our analysis
because they are subject to a simplified tax regime in Peru (the Nuevo RUS), instead of the VAT regime. The dataset was
constructed by including all the firms that reported annual sales above 150 UIT at least once over the 2013-2017 period.
9
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buyer network to the top- five partners of each type (suppliers and buyers): for each firm in the database, we
examine their links with (up to) their five largest suppliers and buyers. Combining information from this network
database with the firm-level data, we find that the top five suppliers and buyers account for about 30 percent of
total purchases and sales respectively in a given year.
We construct a specific panel of firm-partner transactions for the purpose of our analysis. Given that firm
networks can be endogenously determined and therefore impacted by the policy itself, we freeze the firm
network in 2014(the first year of the policy). In other words, we only consider the transactions between a firm
and its top-five suppliers and top-five buyers according to the 2014 ranking or partners. We then follow the
evolution of transaction values between firms and their 2014 top partners throughout the years. In particular,
we continue collecting information on transaction values with a partner even if this partner’s ranking falls below
five in another year. This allows us to know whether the reform led to the termination of firm-partner
relationships and to accurately measure changes in transaction values between partners.
We focus our analysis on the indirect effects of the reform on the firms that were not mandated into e-invoicing
by 2017. Therefore, we restrict our estimation sample to these firms that were not mandated by 2017 while
considering all partners regardless of reform requirements. Once we merge information from all sources and
eliminate firms with inconsistent information across sources, we obtain a dataset covering about 150 thousand
firms every year and 25,000 partners.11
The not-yet-mandated firms in our sample are mostly small- and medium-sized (only 3 percent are large
enterprises). On average, their annual sales are just below $0.5 million (see Table A.1 in the appendix for
details). However, because of their large number, they account for about 12 percent of GDP and 22 percent of
domestic VAT collections. Despite the fact that they have not been required to adopt e-invoicing, 1 percent of
firms in our sample already adopted e-invoicing in 2014 and 9 percent did so in 2017.
In 2014, the firms in our sample had 4.2 suppliers and 2.5 buyers on average, implying that some of these firms
had fewer than 5 formal business suppliers and buyers. The number of buyers is lower, likely reflecting the fact
that some firms mainly sell to final customers and are therefore not captured in our data. We also observe that
many partnerships do not survive from one year to the next. In 2015, firms maintained positive transactions
with only 2.3 of their 2014 top-5 suppliers and with only 1.5 of their 2014 top-5 buyers on average. By 2017,
these numbers were down to 1.5 for suppliers and 0.8 for buyers. Yet, this implies that some of the 2014 top
partners remain important throughout the period of study, thereby allowing for the possibility of capturing
spillover effects from 2014 partners. We also observe that the numbers of top-5 partners mandated into einvoicing increases steadily over the period under study, from an average of 0.9 for suppliers and 0.3 for buyers
in 2014 to 2.8 for suppliers and 1.5 for buyers in 2017.
Our small firms sub sample is characterized by the fact that compliance variables (sales, VAT liabilities, etc.)
are often null. In our full sample, it means that the average of any variable in log terms in a given year is a
function of the varying set of active firms with non-zero values and that this sets can be affected by the effect
the reform. To avoid composition bias, we construct a balanced of firms with positive sales in every year from
2013 to 2017. We also transform all nominal variables using the x → ln (x + 1) transformation. The balanced

11

There are less partners than firms because of specific construction of the dataset which focused on top-five partners. Large
enterprises are over-represented among partners and tend to be the top-five partners of multiple firms.
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sample has half as many firms as in the full sample (approximately 74,616 firms) and these firms tend to be
somewhat larger on average but otherwise retain similar characteristics (Table A1 and Table A2) 12.
Our empirical analysis also evaluates heterogeneity of results by firm size, where size is determined relative to
the median level of sales in balanced sample of not-yet-mandated firms. We distinguish between larger firms
(sales greater than 200 UITs) and smaller firms (sales below 200 UITs), where 200 UIT comprises the sub
sample median. Care must be taken to not conflate larger firms so characterized in the analysis sample with
larger firms as determined by SUNAT administrative classifications (sales above 2300 UIT), since the majority
of the larger firms in analysis sample are in fact small firms from an administrative classification (with sales
below 1700 UIT).
A key condition for our difference-in-differences approach to be valid, is that the data across treated and
untreated groups only show parallel trends. When examining adoption, there are no pre-trends as adoption is
almost nonexistent at the beginning of our sample (less than 0.5 percent in 2013). For compliance variables,
the difference-in-differences approach is complicated by the fact that different groups of firms are treated at
different times, when a partner gets mandated into e-invoicing for the first time. Nevertheless, we compare
firms based on their treatment year using subsamples where we have additional data for 2010 (see Table A.3
and A.4 in the appendix for details). In the balanced sample, the growth rate of sales from 2010 to 2013 (before
any treatment) is very similar when we compare the firms treated in a year T and those not yet treated by T.
For the four years in our sample, the difference across treatment groups by year is insignificant at the 10
percent level except in one case. In that one case however, this could be due to time-invariant effects that are
controlled for in our specifications. Thus, we test for significant pre-trends using the controls in our
specifications (group fixed effects where a group is defined as a unique combination of export status, sector,
number of suppliers, number of buyers, and sales quartile at the beginning of the sample). We regress the
growth rates of sales and purchases from 2010 to 2013 on dummy variables indicating the first year of
treatment if any. The results in Table A.5 for the balanced sample show that none of these dummies are
significant, indicating no specific pre-trends compared to the default group of having no mandated partners by
the end of the sample. We interpret this as evidence in favor of our empirical strategy.
Finally, we use the partnership-level data underlying the firm-level data when examining the reform effects on
firm-to-partner transactions. In 2014, we observe 641 thousand links between firms and their top-five suppliers
and 364 thousand links between firms and their top-five buyers (see Table A.3 in the appendix for details).13 In
2014, the average annual transaction between a firm and one of its partners is around $40,000. Unsurprisingly,
large enterprises are over-represented among top-five partners: they account for three fourths of the firms’ topfive suppliers and two-thirds of the firms’ top-five buyers. Exporters are also well-represented with above one
fourth of partners being export-oriented.

12

The distribution of large (sales above 2300 UIT), medium (sales between 1700 UIT and 2300 UIT) and small (sales below 1700
UIT) firms is as follows: 9 percent large, 3 percent medium and 88 percent small in the full sample of firms; 7 percent large, 3
percent medium and 90 percent small in the sample of not-yet-mandated firms; 8 percent large, 3 percent medium and 89
percent small in the balanced sample used in our estimation.
13
The numbers of links in other years are slightly lower as some firm exit the sample.
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V. Results
A. Spillovers in Technology Adoption
Figure 3 shows the spillover effect of e-invoicing between a treated firm and its mandated partners for the
balanced sample of firms (detailed results in Table 8). We find that in the first year after a firm’s supplier or
buyer is mandated to adopt e-invoicing, there is a highly statistically significant increase in the probability of the
treated firm voluntarily adopting e-invoicing as well. Since the overall level of voluntary adoption is low, and
therefore the coefficients estimates of the marginal increase due to treatment are also small in absolute term,
we interpret the size of this spillover relative to the average level of voluntary adoption among untreated firms.
Voluntary adoption among treated firms with mandated suppliers increases by 7 percent in the first year in
which the partner has been mandated to adopt, relative to untreated firms that do not have suppliers mandated
to adopt e-invoicing.14 On the other hand, if the mandated partner is a buyer (downstream partner), we find a
significant and larger spillover on their untreated partner in the first year. Hence, firms who transact with
mandated buyers are 26 percent more likely to voluntarily adopt e-invoicing in the first year that their partner
has been mandated to adopt, relative to untreated firms.
Asymmetric spillover effects between upstream and downstream mandated partners (suppliers and buyers) is
consistent with VAT incentives. When the mandated firm is downstream (buyer), its VAT obligations are
decreasing in the number of purchase invoices that it can collect and file from the treated firm. If transactions
costs are lowered for both firms belonging to the same e-filing regime, downstream firms have a strong
incentive to draw their upstream partners into the same system of filing taxes as themselves. Hence, there is a
strong adoption spillover incentive generated by downstream mandated firms (buyers). This incentive is
missing between a treated firm and its upstream mandated partner since upstream partners (suppliers) collect
sales invoices from treated firms and VAT obligations are increasing in recorded sales, giving upstream
partners no strong incentives for ensuring complete accounting of their transactions with downstream firms.
Consequently, we see much stronger spillovers from downstream partners (buyers) than from upstream
partners (sellers).
Our specification allows us to unpack how spillovers evolve following the year in which the partner is mandated
to adopt e-invoicing. In Table A.8 we show that spillovers increase over time, both for upstream and
downstream partners. The spillover effect in the second year more than doubles with buyers and increases
four-fold with sellers, although the latter is from a significantly lower baseline effect in the first year. Overall,
spillovers from buyers remain significantly higher than from sellers regardless of the numbers of years since the
partner was mandated. Hence, while spillovers appear to get stronger over time, they remain asymmetric.
The spillover coefficients for lags of greater than one year are illustrative and should be interpreted with caution
since they are subject to selection bias. Given that partner firms can be drawn from any of the treatment waves,
our dataset includes more post-treatment years for partners who belong to earlier treatment waves and fewer
post- treatment years for partners drawn from waves that were treated closer to 2017. As such, we are
guaranteed one year of post-treatment outcomes for all partners, but the spillover coefficient for longer lags is
determined by the subset of firms have partners who are drawn from earlier treatment waves.

14

To calculate this relative treatment effect, we evaluate the treatment coefficient from the regression as a proportion of the
constant, since the constant represents the mean of the dependent variable in the untreated group. Hence in Table A8, column
A, the treatment effect from suppliers is = 0.00166/0.0242*100= 6.86% and from buyers is = 0.00639/0.0242*100= 26.41%.
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Figure 3. Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on e-Invoicing Adoption
1) effect of a mandated supplier
2) effect of a mandated buyer

Note: The central blue dots indicate the estimated percentage increase in the probability of adopting e-invoicing, and the bars
represent 95% confidence intervals. Results are obtained from 3 regressions based on equation (1) In regressions (B) and (C), the
coefficients of interest are interacted with mutually exclusive dummy variables: in (B), they are interacted with dummy variables
indicating if the firm had sales above or below median sales in 2013; in (C), they are interacted with dummy variables indicating if
the firm exported in 2013. The significance of the difference between coefficient estimates is indicated in brackets (* 0.10, ** 0.05,
*** 0.01.). All estimates are from Table A.8 in appendix (see table notes for estimation details) and are scaled up by the average
probability of adoption in the control group of firms with no mandated partners as indicated by the constant estimate.

Additionally, we find that partners who are exporters create significantly larger spillovers, both as buyers and
sellers. The size of the spillover is twice as large when the mandated partner is an exporter relative to when the
partner is not an exporter, though non-exporters continue to generate positive spillovers overall. This may
again relate to the partner’s incentives for filing VAT obligations. In the case of exporters, since the majority of
their sales are not subject to VAT, VAT obligations are negative, and they are in a position to receive VAT
credits from the government in cash under the Peruvian tax system. Consequently, they have a strong
incentive for high levels of VAT reporting and compliance. This appears to have spillover effects on their
partners who are more likely to adopt e-invoicing when the exporting firm is mandated to shift to the electronic
medium, likely deriving from the exporting firms’ interest in lowering reporting costs.

B. Market Segmentation: Transactions Between Firms
We have argued so far that belonging to the same VAT filing system lowers the cost of filing for firms, providing
an inducement for technology adoption spillovers between firms and their trading partners. To investigate the
existence of these transaction costs, we evaluate changes in transactions between partner firms on the
intensive and extensive margins when a partner is mandated to adopt e-invoicing. The presence of transaction
costs from operating in disparate filing systems (paper vs. electronic) would imply a reduction in transactions
when a partner is mandated into the electronic system and the other partner does not voluntarily switch, and an
increase in transactions between partner firms who belong in the same filing system. Hence, we evaluate
separately whether the reform affects the probability of partnership survival (extensive margin) and the volume
of transactions among surviving partnerships (intensive margin).
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While transactions costs can be one possible reason for reduction in transactions between firms in different
systems, paper vs. electronic, another possible reason is a reduction in the presence of fictitious partner firms
in the VAT system. One form of tax evasion observed in Peru involves the creation of fictitious upstream firms
which generate false purchase invoices for their downstream partners, allowing downstream firms to lower their
VAT burden. Mandated adoption of e-invoicing could lead to a decline in false reporting of transactions, which
may show up in our data as a termination in firm relationships. This effect would be larger for upstream than
downstream partners. However, we are unable to distinguish this effect from the transaction costs channel.
Similarly, changes in intra-network transactions can be driven by changes in tax compliance behavior that arise
as a result of one or both trading partners being inducted into e-invoicing. In our earlier paper (Bellon et al.,
2019), we found that the direct effect on firms of mandated adoption of e-invoicing was an increase in reported
taxable sales and taxable purchases. The treatment effect was driven primarily by small firms less likely to be
subject to general audit and firms in sectors historically characterized by low tax compliance, implying that the
effect of the policy operates through improved monitoring and associated tax compliance behavior.15 Since
VAT is increasing in taxable sales and decreasing in taxable purchases, misreporting typically takes the form of
under-reported sales and over-reported taxable purchases. In our results, we found increases in both taxable
sales and purchases and a resulting increase in taxable value added, suggesting that e-invoicing resulted in a
more comprehensive accounting of transactions through simple cross-checking of digital transaction registers
of partner firms. Hence, following the introduction of e-invoicing, more transactions were brought onto the tax
books resulting in commensurate increases in taxable purchases and sales.
Consequently, when we witness an increase in reported transactions between treated firms who voluntarily
adopt e-invoicing and their mandated partners, this may equally be the result of lowered transactions costs or
improved tax compliance, and we are unable to conclusively distinguish between the two channels.
Table 1 captures the probability of partnership links surviving when a firm’s partners are mandated to adopt einvoicing. In column A, we find that when an upstream partner (seller) is mandated to adopt e-invoicing, there
is a 14 percent reduction in the probability of the partnership surviving in the year of the reform. We find a
similar reduction in the likelihood of partnership survival when the partner is downstream (buyer) though the
magnitude of the coefficient is smaller at 11 percent.16 However, if the firm voluntarily adopts e-invoicing when
its partner is mandated to adopt the negative impact on partnership survival is reduced. In this case, the net
reduction in partnerships with suppliers and buyers is approximately 7 percent. Hence the positive impact of
voluntary adoption is not large enough to reverse the overall negative impact on the extensive margin.
This result lends credibility to our earlier assertion that there could be transaction costs for trading firms from
operating in different systems which results in partnership termination. When firms switch to the same system,
these costs are alleviated as evidenced by a higher likelihood of maintaining the partnership but are not
altogether eliminated implying sizeable adjustment costs from switching to the new system.
Table A.9 reports dynamics of partnership survival, showing that the likelihood of partnership termination
increases between year 1 and year 2 of the partner being mandated to switch to e-invoicing. By the same

15
16

Small firms are firms with sales below 1700 UIT
Our difference-in-differences specification ensures that the treatment effect we are capturing is the difference in probability of
partnership survival that results from the reform, since it is coincident with the year in which the partner is mandated and
controls for the average rate of partnership dissolution among firms who have no partners who have been mandated (control
group).
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token, the longer the partner firm has voluntarily adopted e-invoicing, the greater the improvement in odds of
partnership survival relative to partners who do not adopt voluntarily. This implies a trend towards segmentation
of firm relationships, with mandated firms increasingly favoring relationships with other firms who voluntarily
adopt e-invoicing.
Table 1: Impact of Having a Mandated Partner on Firm-Partner Transactions

Note: Results are estimated based on equation (2). The dependent variable in columns (A) and (B) is a dummy variable indicating
whether we observe a positive transaction value between a firm and its partner. The dependent variable in columns (C) and (D) is
the log of the transaction value between a firm and its partner. For (C) and (D), we restrict the sample to links with positive
transaction values throughout sample period. Only the top-5 suppliers and top-5 buyers of every firms in 2014 are considered. The
first explanatory variables indicate whether the partner was mandated into e-invoicing in the current year. It is then interacted with a
variable indicating whether the firm adopted e-invoicing. All specifications include firm-year and firm-partner fixed effects, as well as
control variables indicating whether the partner was already mandated in previous years. Table A.9 shows the control coefficient
estimates. Firm-clustered standard errors are shown in brackets. * 0.10, ** 0.05, *** 0.01.

Table 1 also shows the impact on transactions between firms on the intensive margin, among firm partnerships
that remain stable during the time period of the policy. Here, we find that the impact of partner firms mandated
to adopt e-invoicing on the level of transactions in the partnership is insignificant for sellers and weakly
negative for buyers. However, if a firm voluntarily adopts e-invoicing when its partner is mandated to adopt, the
level of transactions in the partnership increases symmetrically for buyers and seller partnerships, although the
coefficient for sellers is imprecisely estimated. This lends further credibility to the theory that there are network
externalities in the use of the same VAT filing system, such that belonging in the same system enhances the
level of intra-network transactions in the portion of the network that remains stable. We should treat these
results with some caution, however, because the attrition of links over time and overall instability in
partnerships over multiple years in the balanced sample used for this specification is much smaller than the
samples in the remainder of the analysis.

C. Spillovers in Tax Compliance
Our final specification evaluates whether there are spillovers on a firm’s sales, purchase and VAT reporting
behavior as a result of their partners being mandated to adopt e- invoicing.17 Table A.10 shows that the
average impact of a partner being mandated into e-invoicing is statistically significant and negative. In the first

17

This portion of the analysis uses information on sales, purchases and VAT declarations at the firm level, therefore encompassing
the transactions of a firm with all its trading partners, and not limited to the top 5 upstream and downstream partners (See
Section IV for the details of the database).
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year of a partner being mandated to adopt e-invoicing, the treated firm reports 1.5 percent lower taxable sales,
with the negative spillover effect increasing in subsequent years. The average effect on reported taxable
purchases is also negative and large, with treated firms reporting 4 percent lower taxable purchases in the first
year following their partner being mandated. This result is consistent with our results from Section 5.2 where
we showed negative effects of the reform on the extensive margin. These extensive margin results of lost
partnerships can translate into lower aggregate sales and purchases if it is costly to develop new transaction
networks. Overall, however, there is no systematic evidence for positive spillovers into tax compliance among
partners of firms who have been mandated to adopt e-invoicing, since we would expect for this to be
demonstrated in an increase in reported transactions for sales and purchases. However, another possible
explanation for this outcome, which is consistent with an increase in tax compliance, is that the reduction in
reported sales and purchases is a result of a reduction in firms filing false invoices. This explanation is
consistent with the negative coefficient being much larger for purchases than sales, since VAT obligations are
decreasing in purchases hence false purchase invoices are a form of misreporting/evasion. Moreover, we see
a large reduction in new VAT credits, which would also suggest that avenues for misreporting which allow firms
to accumulate more VAT credits to offset their liabilities have been reduced. We explore heterogeneity in
behavior between upstream and downstream mandated partners but find no meaningful distinction in impact on
aggregate sales and purchases (results available on request).
We also evaluate heterogeneity between firms who voluntarily adopt e-invoicing when their partners are
mandated to adopt e-invoicing relative to firms that do not. In Table 2 we find when a partner is mandated to
adopt e-invoicing, the impact of voluntary adoption of e-invoicing on reported sales and purchases is large and
positive, but only statistically significant in the case of sales. This is particularly interesting given that the uninteracted coefficient for voluntary adoption, which reflects the impact on firms who do not have mandated
partners, is statistically insignificant and negative. This result suggests that there are in fact positive
compliance spillovers between mandated firms and their partners if the partner voluntarily adopts e-invoicing as
well. As with transactions, we cannot distinguish whether this is a ’productivity’ effect, resulting from lower costs
of transacting with network partners owing to a shared network technology, or a compliance effect wherein the
presence of all partners in the e-invoicing system generates improved tax compliance behavior.
There are no statistically significant spillovers of being associated with a mandated firm on reported VAT
obligations or VAT payments. Among firms that voluntarily adopt when their partners are mandated, VAT
obligations and VAT payments rise but this result is not statistically significant due to large standard errors.
Filing of VAT credits goes down among firms who have mandated partners, in line with their reduced sales and
purchases, with a reversal (statistically insignificant) when the firm also voluntarily adopts.
In Table A.10, we additionally explore whether having a mandated partner affects the likelihood of firm survival.
Here, we define firm survival as observing a firm making positive sales in years subsequent to their partners
being mandated into e-invoicing, which implies that the firm is still filing VAT in the general regime. Firms not
surviving could be a result of either the firm ceasing operations, the result of the firm switching out of the
general tax regime and into the simplified tax regime for smaller firms, or not filing taxes on account of
becoming informal or hiding its activities in the shadow economy. In column F, we find that relative to firms who
do not have mandated partners in the general regime, firms who are connected to mandated partners are
significantly more likely to survive and report positive sales in the year that their partner is mandated, as well as
in subsequent years following the reform. This is also a positive indirect effect of the reform, since it suggests
that merely being connected to a treated firm increases the likelihood of firms filing under the general regime in
all years following the reform. Hence, once again we find that spillovers in compliance operate not only on the
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intensive margin in terms of how much firms report in sales, purchases and VAT, but also on the intensive
margin of whether firms continue to report VAT in the general regime.
Table 2: Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on Firm Compliance

Note: Results are estimated based on equation (4) using the balanced sample of firms with positive sales from 2013 to 2017. The
dependent variables are expressed in constant soles and we apply the transformation y -> log(y+1). The first explanatory variables
indicate whether a firm has one mandated partner for the first time in the current year. The second explanatory variable indicates
whether the firm adopted e-invoicing and the third is the interaction of the previous two variables. All specifications include control
variables indicating whether the partner was already mandated in previous years as well as group-year fixed effects, where a group
is defined as a unique combination of export status, sector, number of suppliers, number of buyers, and sales quartile at the
beginning of the sample. Control estimates are reported in Table A.11. Firm-clustered standard errors are shown in brackets. * 0.10,
** 0.05, *** 0.01.

In our earlier research (Bellon et al., 2019) on the direct effects of the e-invoicing reform, we found that the
positive effects of the reform on reporting and VAT payments were driven overwhelmingly by small and
medium firms. In Table 3, we explore heterogeneity in the indirect effects of the reform between firms of
different sizes. We distinguish between firms whose sales at the start of the sample period (2013) were above
the median for the full sample, or below.18 We find strong and consistent evidence of heterogeneity across our
variables of interest. Firms with below median sales who have a mandated partner report 11 percent higher
taxable sales in the first year of the reform, while firms with above median sales report 10 percent lower taxable
sales in the same period. The same pattern is observed for taxable purchases, VAT liabilities, and VAT
payments. Notably, merely by virtue of being partners with a mandated firm, smaller firms report 15 percent
higher VAT liabilities and make 17 percent higher VAT payments in the year that their partner gets treated.
Larger firms, on the other hand, report 9 percent lower VAT liabilities and 11 percent lower VAT payments.19
The negative spillovers for firms with larger than median sales are consistent with the results at the
transactions level from Section 5.2. When partners are mandated into e-invoicing, there is a loss of
partnerships on the extensive margin which may result in a loss in aggregate transactions at the firm level.
However, the positive effect on reported transactions and VAT payments cannot be reconciled with the

18
19

The sample median is approximately 750,000 soles (approximately 200 UIT).
Larger firms in this analysis sample are defined as firms with sales above 200 UIT. The majority of these firms are still small firms
from an administrative classification (sales below 1700 UIT). Care must be taken to not conflate larger firms in the analysis
sample with ‘large’ firms from an administrative classification (sales above 2300 UIT).
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extensive or intensive margin effects at the transactions level. On the other hand, these positive results are fully
consistent with the direct effects of e-invoicing adoption, whereby the heightened monitoring of firms’
transactions made possible by e-invoicing results in more comprehensive reporting of firms’ sales, purchase
and therefore results in higher VAT collections by small and medium firms. The fact that these effects are
present amongst smaller firms by sales is also consistent with past literature on heterogeneity in tax
compliance by size, which finds that smaller firms subject to lower probability of audit have higher tax
noncompliance on average and are more responsive to an increase in likelihood of evasion detection, such as
through traditional audit (Kleven, 2016; Slemrod, 2019). We argue, therefore, that the positive effects on firms’
reporting of sales, purchases, and therefore VAT liabilities and VAT payments is consistent with positive
compliance spillovers effect on smaller firms in the Peruvian general regime of VAT. The heightened monitoring
of firms’ transactions made possible by e- invoicing affects not only affects small firms mandated directly, but
also small firms who are partners of firms who have been mandated to adopt. As such, the benefits of the
reform for small firms are considerably larger than would be captured by analyzing direct effects alone.

VI. Robustness Checks
Our results are robust to a number of robustness checks . We split our sample, separating the firms that belong
to the large groups mandated to adopt e-invoicing in 2017 and the other firms. This allows us to check whether
our results could be biased by some firms’ expectations about future e-invoicing requirements by the tax
authority. We find that all our results are qualitatively and quantitatively similar, indicating that our results are
not driven by a correlation between expectations about future requirements and the treatment (whether you
have partners mandated into e-invoicing).
We also investigate the robustness of our results by interacting the treatment variable with measures of
treatment intensity. To capture treatment intensity, we use the number of partners that are mandated into einvoicing and the share of transactions that are associated with mandated partners. The main coefficient
estimates remain qualitatively the same as reported in the main specification. The effect of treatment intensity
is broadly associated with a strengthening of the main effects. For example, having more mandated partners or
transacting more with mandated partners tends to translate into a greater likelihood of e-invoicing adoption.
Similarly, an increase in treatment intensity is associated with a greater increase in taxable sales at firms that
adopt e-invoicing.
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Table 3: Heterogeneous Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on Compliance

Note: Results are estimated based on equation (4where we interact all coefficients of interest with mutually exclusive dummy variables indicating if the firm had sales above or
below median sales in 2013. We use the balanced sample of firms with positive sales from 2013 to 2017. The dependent variables are expressed in constant soles and we apply
the transformation y -> log (y+1). The first explanatory variable indicates whether a firm has a mandated partner for the first time in the current year. The second explanatory
variable indicates whether the firm adopted e-invoicing and the third is the interaction of the previous two variables. All specifications include control variables indicating whether
the partner was already mandated in previous years as well as group-year fixed effects, where a group is defined as a unique combination of export status, sector, number of
suppliers, number of buyers, and sales quartile at the beginning of the sample. Control estimates are reported in Table A.13. Firm-clustered standard errors are shown in brackets.
* 0.10, ** 0.05, *** 0.01.
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VII. Conclusion
This paper presents new evidence on the indirect effect of technological innovation and adoption in tax
administrations, in a literature that so far has left this topic largely unexplored. Overall, our results point to
sizeable spillovers between firms mandated by the e-invoicing reform and their trading partners. We find strong
evidence for positive technology adoption spillovers with the propensity to adopt e-invoicing, particularly
between firms and their downstream partners (buyers). While the overall level of voluntary adoption during the
time period considered in this study is low, and therefore the size of spillovers small in absolute terms, data on
e-invoicing adoption from Peru indicates that the pace of voluntary adoption accelerated significantly in the later
years of the reform. Hence, the actual size of adoption spillovers from the reform are potentially much larger
than in the estimation period considered.
Our results also suggest that e-invoicing adoption can lead to significant disruption of firm networks, with many
firms losing their partnerships with mandated trading partners. This may be driven by higher transaction costs
from having to operate in different systems, paper versus electronic. Alternatively, this effect could be driven by
firms trying to evade higher monitoring resulting from their partners adopting e-invoicing, which lowers their
ability to evade VAT obligations in that partnership. However, at the firm level we find that firms connected to
partners who are already in the e-invoicing system are significantly less likely to disappear from the VAT
general regime of taxation and are more likely to report positive sales in the years following the reform, relative
to firms who do not have such partners. Overall, we find that firms do not exit the VAT general regime in larger
numbers if they are connected to firms mandated to adopt e-invoicing. This is a positive outcome from a policy
perspective, since the introduction of a new, potentially costly, technology could have resulted in firm exit from
the general tax regime into the simplified regime with less scrutiny or into informality.
Finally, we find that the spillover effects of the reform do not reduce taxable sales, taxable purchases, VAT
liabilities or VAT payments during the time period studied despite the net- work disruption. Moreover, this
aggregate effect masks interesting heterogeneity. There are negative spillovers for larger partners of mandated
firms, consistent with the presence of transactions costs and network disruption from the advent of the new
technology. However, there are positive spillovers for smaller firms who actually report significantly higher
sales, purchases, VAT liabilities and VAT payments when their partners get mandated to adopt e-invoicing. Our
results suggest that there are strong and positive tax compliance spillovers for smaller partner firms. The
positive effects of spillovers on tax compliance are even larger when the firms thereafter voluntarily adopt einvoicing themselves.
Because our identification strategy relies on a particular firm subsample, predominately comprised of small
firms, care must be taken when analyzing the results in the context of the universe of firms in the Peruvian tax
system which includes several large firms that contribute a significant portion of the aggregate VAT.
Nevertheless, our results indicate that the true effects of the reform in Peru cannot be captured simply by
accounting for the direct effects of the reform on the firms mandated to adopt e-invoicing. To evaluate the
overall reform impact, we need to also account for the indirect effects of improved voluntary adoption of einvoicing in the networks of firms directly targeted by the reform, as well as improved tax compliance for small
firms in the networks of the targeted firms. Our results also highlight the need to minimize disruptions as new
technologies are adopted. Exploring the source of these transition costs and measures to alleviate them is an
important area for future research.
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Appendix
Table A.1: Main Firm Variables Summary Statistics over 2013-2017 (Full Sample)
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Table A.2: Main Firm Variables Summary Statistics over 2013-2017 (Balanced Sample)
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Table A.3: Comparisons Across Treated Groups in 2013 (Full Sample)
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Table A.4: Comparisons Across Treated Groups in 2013 (Balanced Sample)
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Table A.5: Sales and Purchases 2010-2013 Growth Rates and Treatment Dummies in 2013
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Table A.6: Firm-Partner Links Summary Statistics over 2013-2017 (Full Sample)
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Table A.7: Firm-Partner Links Summary Statistics over 2013-2017 (Balanced Sample)
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Table A.8: Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on e-Invoicing Adoption
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Table A.9: Impact of Having a Mandated Partner on Firm-Partner Transactions
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Table A.10: Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on Firm Compliance (1/2)
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Table A.11: Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on Firm Compliance (2/2)
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Table A.12: Heterogeneous Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on Compliance (1/3)
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Table A.13: Heterogeneous Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on Compliance (2/3)
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Table A.14: Heterogeneous Impact of Having a Partner Mandated into e-Invoicing on Compliance (3/3)
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